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1. Streaming tests for General Music Practice (GMP) and Ear Training 
 
IT IS COMPULSORY FOR CANDIDATES APPLYING TO ENTER BACHELOR 1 TO SIT A STREAMING TEST FOR GENERAL MUSIC 
PRACTICE AND AURAL TRAINING IN ORDER TO GRADE THEIR ABILITY. 

General Music Practice (GMP/AML) 
 
Candidates must sing the prepared piece by Marc Lamoen. The test consists of the following: 

- singing a part of the piece with note-naming, accompanied by piano (using solmization) 
- singing a part of the piece unaccompanied with note-naming (using solmization) 
- rhythmic component (without note-naming): Basic rhythms in duple and triple meter will be 

tested using a rhythmic exercise which the candidate must clap at sight.  
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Ear Training  
 

- Rhythm/melody tonal dictation in the soprano and bass lines 
- Sample with two intervals (within an octave), two two-note chords, two three-note chords 
(major, minor), two scales (major and minor (natural, harmonic and melodic minor)), a short series 
of tones (without a rhythmic element) which the candidate should write down from memory after 
hearing three times (maximum of seven notes, which can be in the soprano or the bass). 

2. Questionnaire about the candidate’s previous education and 
motivation  

 
Candidates coming to Antwerp for the entrance exams need to also fill in an online questionnaire about their previous 
education and their motivation.  
Candidates from outside the EU who cannot attend the entrance exams, and are therefore sending in video material, need 
to answer the same questions in a video message (English or Dutch).  
 

3. Entrance exam main instrument  
 
 
The jury has the right to hear only a part of the candidate's audition programme. 
 
Important: Please note that the Royal Conservatoire, Antwerp does not provide a piano accompanist for the auditions. The 
candidate must provide his or her own accompanist if required. 
 
BACHELOR 
 
Violin  

- Bachelor 1: 
- Two études with contrasting characters 
- Two recital pieces from different stylistic periods 

- Bachelor 2&3: a programme of music at a representative level, with a duration of at least 30 
minutes, consisting of: 

- Two études with contrasting characters 
- First movement from a Classical concerto of the candidate’s choosing 
- One further work of the candidate’s choosing (not to be Classical) 

 
Viola 

- Bachelor 1:  
- Two études  
- Two recital pieces from different stylistic periods 

- Bachelor 2 & 3: a programme of music at a representative level, with a duration of at least 30 
minutes, consisting of: 

- One étude at a representative level 
- Two works from different stylistic periods 

Cello  
- Bachelor 1:  

- Two études with contrasting characters, such as Dotzauer (113 études, volumes 2 
and 3), J. Stutschewsky (Etüdesammlung volume 2), J. Merk (Melodic and Progressive 
Etüden volumes 1 and 2) 
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- Two recital pieces from different stylistic periods, such as G. Fauré (Elégie), C. Saint-
Saëns (Allegro appassionato), W. de Fesch (6 sonatas), A. Vivaldi (6 sonatas), G. 
Goltermann (Concerto no. 4) 

- Bachelor 2 & 3 : a programme of music at a representative level, with a duration of at least 30 
minutes, consisting of: 

- One étude at a representative level 
- Two works from different stylistic periods 

 
Double bass  

- Bachelor 1: 
- A slow movement from a suite by J. S. Bach 
- Two études with contrasting characters, of which at least one must be by Simandl 
- One recital piece of the candidate’s choosing 

- Bachelor 2 & 3 a programme of music at a representative level, with a duration of at least 30 
minutes, consisting of: 

- One étude at a representative level 
- Two works from different stylistic periods 

 
MASTER 
 
Violin 
For all levels: a programme of music at a representative level, with a duration of at least 30 minutes, 
consisting of: 
 

- Two études with contrasting characters 
  - First movement of a Classical concerto of the candidate’s choosing 
  - One further work of the candidate’s choosing (not to be Classical) 
 
Viola 
For all levels: a programme of music at a representative level, with a duration of at least 30 minutes, 
consisting of: 
 

- One movement of a concerto of the candidate’s choosing 
- One solo work 
- One further work of the candidate’s choosing 

 
Cello 
For all levels: a programme of music at a representative level, with a duration of at least 30 minutes, 
consisting of: 
 

 
- One movement of a concerto of the candidate’s choosing 
- One solo work 
- One further work of the candidate’s choosing 

 
Double bass 
For all levels: a programme of music at a representative level, with a duration of at least 30 minutes, 
consisting of: 
 

- One movement of a concerto of the candidate’s choosing 
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- One solo work 
- One further work of the candidate’s choosing 

 
POSTGRADUATE 
 
POSTGRADUATE INSTRUMENTAL CONCERT SOLOIST  
 
Candidates must prepare a programme with a duration of a minimum of 30 minutes, with three 
representative works from a least two different stylistic periods. 
 
POSTGRADUATE ORCHESTRA 
 
Candidates must prepare a programme with a duration of a minimum of 20 minutes, with three 
representative works from a least two different stylistic periods. In addition, they must prepare four 
orchestral excerpts. 
 
POSTGRADUATE CHAMBER MUSIC 
 
Candidates must prepare a programme of 30 minutes with representative works from at least two 
different stylistic periods, of which at least one is a solo work and one is a chamber music work. The 
solo work must be performed from memory. 
 
SUZUKI TEACHER TRAINING 
 
ESA 1-3: discussion with the jury about the candidate’s portfolio, which must show his or her artistic 
and pedagogical educational background and competencies. 
 
ESA 4-5: discussion with the jury about the candidate’s portfolio, which must show his or her artistic 
and pedagogical educational background and competencies. 
  

4. Entrance exam subsidiary and auxiliary instruments 
 
Violin, viola, cello, and double bass: two works of the candidate’s choosing. The difficulty of 
the works must be representative of the required level.  
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